sports

Engineers outshoot Terriers

By Allison C. Morgan

The MIT Engineers took the Thomas College Terriers for a walk on a sunny Saturday afternoon in Rockwell Cage. The Terriers faced their second straight loss while the Engineers extended their winning streak to four.

MIT's Hannah Mosman '87 scored 17 points in the first half. Faby, from 15 and around the paint, was fouled trying to make the layup. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde scored off a sweep bankshot, 13-7 MIT.

Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two. Dewilde picked up her third foul and temporally left the game. Thomas then made a short run to pull within four, 19-15. But Beverage kept the Terriers at bay with a behind the backboard scoop pass to Fahey for two.